


Imagine… wandering through the most 
ancient rainforest on Earth. The spiritual 
home of the Kuku Yalanji people, wild, 
unspoilt and unique. Spend precious, quiet 
time, surrender to the calm and healing 
environment, enjoy your own private 
hideaway amongst the forest.

Daintree EcoLodge & Spa  
...is pure escapism. 

Feel the gentle warmth of the tropics  
on your skin, inhale the pure, clean scent 
of the most ancient rainforest on Earth, 
hear the deep echo of the birds from the 
canopy above.

Immerse yourself in the sacredness  
of Wawu-karrba, the Kuku Yalanji’  
special place for the healing of the spirit.

While you release your mind, body 
and spirit to our enriching natural spa 
treatments, enjoy fresh seasonal cuisine,  
and tranquil exploration and relaxation 
amongst the wild, unspoilt and unique 
rainforest canopy.



STAY 
The Daintree Eco Lodge & Spa offers a variety 
of accommodation choices with welcoming and 
knowledgeable hosts. Relax in one of our ‘Bayans,’  
a private tree house designed for two. As one  
of only 15 rooms you will experience near total 
seclusion amongst the rainforest. 

Naturally, we ensure you are well provided for,  
all rooms include air conditioning, mini bar, robes, 
slippers & luxurious L’itya spa products. A micro 
screen balcony offers stunning, immersive views  
of the rainforest. While you may choose not to  
leave our rainforest escape, it is also the perfect  
base from which to explore the wonders of Tropical 
Far North Queensland.

E VE N TS
We welcome enquiries  
for weddings, private  
hire, wellness retreats  
and corporate functions. 
Our friendly professional 
team are expert in 
personalising your  
special event.

DIN E

Julaymba Restaurant & Bar is a magical destination 
for unwinding in the ambience of a rainforest 

and lagoon setting. The menu draws inspiration 
from our tropical surrounds showcasing the finest 

contemporary Australian cuisine prepared  
from fresh, local ingredients while the bar selection  
is carefully curated to perfectly complement a truly 

unique dining experience.

DAINTREE ECOLODGE & SPA, QLD AUSTRALIA



UNWIND 
The Wellness Spa is a sanctuary for disconnecting 
from the world.  We invite you to indulge and 
surrender to complete immersion in a wilderness 
of untouched natural beauty.  With a focus is the 
harmony between Nature, Nurture and Culture, 
our therapists harness the  potent natural forces 
of our environment, infusing ancient Aboriginal 
wisdom and healing in a creative and luxuriant 
menu of spa experiences used the revered Li’tya 
pure Australian botanicals range.

EXPLORE 
Our sunburnt corner of Australia lures travellers  
from all corners of the globe, boasting the only 
destination to encounter adjacent World Heritage 
sites. Ancient rainforest and the magnificent  
Daintree River meet untouched coastal ranges and 
the calm, azure waters of the Coral Sea, home to  
the Great Barrier Reef.

Our own Aboriginal Guided Walk and Art Class  
offer guests a unique interaction with the Kuku 
Yalanji’s cultural harmony with nature. Within 
our local area there are a wide range of tours and 
activities to cater for all interests, from crocodile 
spotting, bird watching, 4WD and cycling tours, 
fishing, beach horse rides, snorkelling, and diving.

 
DISCOVER MORE AT DAINTREE-ECOLODGE.COM.AU



QLD

TOWNSVILLE

BRISBANE

EASY  TO  GET  TO ,  
HARD  TO  LEAV E
Daintree EcoLodge & Spa is 90 minutes north of 

Cairns on one of Australia’s most spectacular drives. 

Departing north from Cairns on the Captain Cook 

Highway, follow signs along the sealed coastal drive 

to Port Douglas, Mossman and onwards to Daintree 

Village. As the only Lodge on the southern banks  

of the Daintree River, a ferry crossing of the Daintree 

River is not required. 

Self-driving is recommended while transfers may  

be arranged upon request.

RESERVAT IONS

To book, phone (07) 4098 6100 

reservations@daintreegroup.com.au 

www.daintree-ecolodge.com.au

3189 Mossman-Daintree Road, 

Daintree, QLD, 4873, Australia
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